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WHAT’S IN A BRAND?

I’ve been into cars for as long as I can remember, and I’ve learned a
lot about life in general from (one of) my favourite car companies.
The Honda S2000 was announced to commemorate their’s 50th
anniversary. The Honda Civic EK is over 20 and the Civic FD is
reaching 10. Of course, we do not mention
So, as Honda turns 70 in 2018, we thought it’ll be nice to feature
some of Honda’s biggest hits for the mass market. It was kind of hard
to decide which Hondas to feature - since each model has a unique
following. Heck, we even considered getting yet another HR-V to
grace this issue. However, we stuck to the cars which defined the
tuning culture, as well as having some claim to fame on the screen.
When it comes to the aftermarket industry, the S2000, sixth and
eighth generations were the ones which shook the industry the
most. Why not other model years, you may wonder? Well, sometimes
Honda doesn’t have a clear direction - although their focus has
always been on making great cars.
But you have to remember what Soichiro Honda is passionate
about. He was a racing driver as well as a baby sitter. It was only after
he purchased a bombed-out factory in ruins when a sudden bright
spark compelled him to make motorbikes.
The spirit of Soichiro Honda lives today with whenever Honda
announces a completely new model - For example, the HR-V, no,
it wasn’t the first mini crossover in the market, but it was made so
good in its class that competitors continually struggle to find ways
of keeping up. Another fine example: The Honda Jazz - it is the quiet

success Honda story - by building a little hatchback that offered plenty of space.
It then went on to become the Airwave, City, Freed, Insight, HR-V, Fit Shuttle…
what may come next?
The CR-X, Integra, Concerto, Crossroad, Stream, Insight, Edix and CR-Z are just
some of the model families we could think of that Honda decided to axe. While
some of them were truly performance cars that didn’t sell well - some of them
made absolutely no sense. Cases-in-point, the CR-Z, Insight, and Edix. The CR-Z
was a highly marketed, and even had a special Mugen RZ edition of it. However,
a lot of critics weren’t so happy that it wasn’t as efficient as a hybrid - nor as fast
as a hot hatch, which probably led to the eventual demise of the model entirely.
The Edix was another example - a oddball 3x2 seating arrangement, which
made the car very wide and hard to park in regular lots (so hello Jade). The
Insight? It was pretty good, but why would you choose an Insight if you have
other Honda models that perform just as well for less...
Sometimes our fear of failure has us a tad trepid about boldly doing
something we’ve never done before - success is not guaranteed until you try.
Thank you Soichiro Honda, and may your legacy live on forever.

Signing off,
Krado Low
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EMMA
SINGAPORE
JUDGE TRAINING
2018
The EMMA Singapore Judge Training 2018 will be conducted on 17
and 18 May 2018. Training will be conducted in English & Chinese
by Mr Peter Chang, International Head Judge from China; Mr Rene
Krosse, International Head Judge from Germany; Mr Daryl Ong ,
International Head Judge from Singapore and Mr Terence Nah,
International Head Judge from Singapore
The 2 days Training will be at City Beach Resort function room from
10am to 6pm daily. 2018 Preferred dealers & sponsorship are also
ready, do feel free to contact us for a meet up discussion.
Individual who wants to attend can also join at a fee of SGD$418,
seats are limited and limited to first-come-first-served registration..
Attendees seeking to up their sharp audio ante will receive:
The 2018 competition CD x 1
Training Materials x 1 (In Chinese or English)
2 day’s Lunch + Tea break x 1
The all new 2018 EMMA competition CD is class as 1 of the best
tool for car audio tuning, do not miss this opportunity as we bring
you the best available trainer and training materials. For more
information please contact terence@emmanet.com

2018 MERCEDES-BENZ A-CLASS

This fourth-generation model is clearly cut from
the same cloth as its predecessor: Reports point
to a new compact front-drive architecture that’s
a development of the current MFA platform and
allowing for more space.
Mechanically, the other big news is the arrival of a
new engine. The A-Class launches with two petrol
variants, A 200 and A 250; the former utilises a new
1.4-litre turbo unit co-developed with Renault. It
packs 163hp – nine more than before – and 250Nm,
and features cylinder cutoff technology for greater

fuel efficiency when cruising.
The A 250 meanwhile uses a development of the
existing 2.0-litre unit, producing 224hp (up from
208hp) and 350Nm of torque and will do 0-100km/h
in 6.2 seconds.
There is a third launch variant, the A180d, but
that’s unlikely to make it to Singapore. All variants
are available with a seven-speed dual clutch
transmission. All of that is wrapped up in sheetmetal
that looks like a sharper, more grown-up evolution of

the current design.
Passengers will appreciate a roomier and airier
interior, thanks to a 120mm and 16mm growth in
length and width, a 30mm longer wheelbase, and
larger rear doors. The boot has expanded by 29
too, to 370 litres, and has a much wider and more
practical aperture than before.
This family will eventually swell to accommodate
eight models altogether, starting with an A-Class
saloon that was previewed by a concept at the
Shanghai motor show last year.
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AUTOTEST ROUND 2
REGISTRATION
A unique Singapore motorsports event, Autotest serves as an
opportunity for budding local motorsports enthusiasts to hone
their technical skills in a safe environment. It is a hybrid event
containing the features of both Gymkhana and Autocross.
The full dates for Autotest 2018 are as follows:
Round 2: 20 May 2018
Round 3: 26 August 2018
Round 4: 28 Oct 2018

To sign up, kindly visit www.autotest.com.sg

BMW X2
CROSSES
SINGAPORE

The compact “Sport Activity Coupe” from BMW is here, meaning it’s all over Singapore. The compact
crossover coupe is being officially launched tomorrow, but in an out-of-the-showroom exercise.
The X2 is being launched at S$193,888 (with COE) in range-topping sDrive20i — decoding that tells
you there’s a 2.0-litre four-cylinder turbo under the bonnet with 192hp, driving the front wheels
through BMW and Mini’s new twin-clutch, seven-speed auto.
The price buys the top-spec M Sport X trim, which includes two-tone exterior paint (with hexagonal
inserts in “Frozen Grey”) and a bit of flash, sporty bits inside the car, such as contrast stitching and
patterned cloth upholstery with Alcantara inserts. It also entails lower, stiffer suspension.
Down the line, the X2 will become available with a smaller engine, as the sDrive18i enters production.
That model code translates into a 1.5-litre, three-cylinder turbo engine driving the front wheels.
Plainer variants of the X2, without the fancy grey body colouring or racy interior or sports suspension,
will also make their debut. That should lower the price of entry to the X2 club, which bodes well for
the car: the X1 has been a strong seller for BMW here, so its sexier sibling ought to do well, too.
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THIRD-GENERATION
PORSCHE CAYENNE DEBUTS

Stuttgart Auto, the authorised dealer for Porsche in Singapore, took
the covers off the latest Cayenne SUV (Sports Utility Vehicle) in a
special preview event at Infinite Studios on March 28.
The off-roader will be available in three variants: the basic Cayenne,
Cayenne S, and the bonkers-fast Cayenne Turbo. According to the
Porsche Singapore website, they cost S$343,488, S$433,988, and
S$607,188, not inclusive of Certificate of Entitlement (COE) or options.
As the Cayenne is closely related to the Panamera saloon and
Panamera Sport Turismo, it also features the same engines, all
downsized from the previous generation. The range starts off with
the regular Cayenne, which has a 3.0-litre V6 with a single twin-scroll
turbocharger. It puts out 40hp and 50Nm more than its predecessor, at
340hp and 450Nm. It’ll do the 0-100km/h sprint in 5.9 seconds and hit
a top speed of 245km/h – improvements of 1.7 seconds and 15km/h,

which has been achieved in part due to a 55kg weight reduction, to
1985kg.
If you want more speed but to still keep your sanity, the Cayenne S
might be for you. It’s powered by a 2.9-litre biturbo V6, with 440hp and
550Nm of torque. The century sprint is done and dusted in under five
seconds, and will top out at 265km/h.
The highlight of the range though is the mighty Cayenne Turbo, with a
twin-turbo 4.0-litre V8, developing a maximum of 550hp and 770Nm of
torque. That will push this near-2.2 tonne car to 100km/h in a physicsdefying 3.9 seconds, and keep going till it runs out of puff at 286km/h.
Order books are now open, though test drives will not commence until
the Cayenne’s homologation process with the Land Transport Authority is
complete, expected to be around the middle of the year.

CES ASIA 2018: LARGEST
VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY EXHIBIT EVER
CES Asia 2018 will feature the largest vehicle technology
exhibit to date with leading automakers and vehicle
tech companies launching new self-driving technologies
and the latest concept cars. Advances in technology
are making cars safer and more connected. At CES Asia
audiences will experience the latest breakthroughs in selfdriving vehicles and more interactive features, including
more integrated applications of artificial intelligence.
Horizon Robotics, whose embedded AI solution is giving
self-driving vehicles its “brain,” will debut at the show.
Baidu will offer two driving demos onsite, self-driving level
3 (conditional automation) and self-driving level 4 (high
automation) on a newly expanded outdoor exhibit area.
CES Asia will run June 13-15, 2018 at the Shanghai New
International Expo Center (SNIEC).
Hyundai will return for its second year to debut Nexo,
a fuel cell electric vehicle with an estimated driving
range of 370 miles, 105 more than its predecessor. With
increased acceleration and power to improve the overall
performance, its only tailpipe emission is water.
CES Asia will be home to 56 automotive exhibitors across
the largest automotive show floor foot print to date,
nearly 50 percent bigger than last year. Baidu, Honda and
Hyundai return to CES Asia and join other top vehicle tech
companies exhibiting for the first time, including: 3M Auto,
BYTON, KIA, FAW Hongqi, Guangzhou Auto Engineering
Institute, Leapmotor, Mitsubishi Electric Automotive,
Soling, Singulato and United Automotive Electronic
Systems. Other notable exhibitors to return include: BYD,
Continental, Desay SV Automotive, NavInfo and OnStar.

EVENT
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TEXT & PHOTOS Krado Low

All in superior
4K clarity

H

eld on 25 March at a posh corner of Sentosa, Blackvue’s
dealers and partners appreciation lunch at the Shangri-la
Rasa Sentosa. This year’s theme, “Reach for the Stars”, the
brand’s positive step to go beyond the in-car dash cam needs,
incorporating the latest in cloud technologies and stunning visual
clarity to boot.

With the new camera pushing 4K, which is four times the resolution
of Full HD, My Jongkyu further explained that the resolution is
only part of the massive improvement in dashcam technology. He
further explained about the new H.265/HEVC video compression
technology which maintains image quality, yet compresses file sizes
to near-Full HD sizes.

The growing demand for such a device stems from the fact
that it can provide as supporting evidence during unforeseen
circumstances – with visual proof serving to safeguard your interests
behind the wheel.

The design of the new flagship Blackvue 4K dashcam also revolved
around improving the user experience, said Mr Jongkyu. The
wireless feature has been upgraded to a dual band 5ghz platform
for faster file transfers as well as a new optimized file management
system which reduces wear on the memory card, and various
refinements to the Blackvue-exclusive Over The Cloud ecosystem.

This event highlighted Blackvue’s new brand ambassador:
Mediacorp artiste, Mr. Chen Han Wei. A name that has been around
since the 90’s, he is considered to be one of the most reliable stars
in Mediacorp. The multi-talented Chen Han Wei also saw his voice
being featured on several TV theme songs.
Hanwei described his driving experience, and about being a victim
in a hit and run incident where there were no witness. He also
spoke of his personal Blackvue DR900S series dashcam as a smart,
reliable and connected dashcam which watches over his beloved car
whenever he is away with his busy schedule. 
Specially flown in to grace the event were Mr. Jongkyu Seo, General
Manager & Head of Department (Product Planning Team) as well as
Mr. John Lee, Deputy Head of Overseas Sales for Pittasoft. They gave
the participants an introduction to Pittasoft’s company background,
sales network, an in depth look at the brand new DR900S series.

The day was not just about food and presentations, with the help
of Mediacorp stars Chen Han Wei, Lin Ruping, Jin Yinji and Edmund
Chen, the audience was riled up to participate in various table
competitions, and being awarded with attractive prizes too.
Tucking into the scrumptious food, there were many activities
that kept attendees busy, such as games, quizzes as well as teambuilding activities. Not to mention, a slice of the nostalgia with live
performances of classic songs.
Authorised dealers and partners were handed tokens of
appreciation, signifying the strength in their partnership for years
to come. Closer to the evening, The Festive Promotion Draw for
Blackvue consumers and their respective dealers, and one for the
attendees were held to conclude the fun and informative event!

The DR900S Series
The first 4K UHD cloud dashcam, the DR900S Series, in singleand dual-channel configurations, with front 4K UHD for the front
camera with Full HD rear camera. Along with 4K recording, the new
models feature HEVC compression, dual-band 2.4-5GHz Wi-Fi and
BlackVue Over the Cloud connectivity, making it the ultimate car
camera for protection when driving or parked.
The 4K Ultra High Definition resolution contains exactly four times
as many pixels as Full HD, to be exact, it is 3840 pixels × 2160 lines
which is equivalent to image quality with about 8.3 million pixels.
For a dashboard camera, this can mean the difference between an
unusable pixelated blur and a readable license plate.
To take even greater advantage of the extra resolution, the DR900S
Series packs an ultra-wide 162-degree lens. The large pixel size of
the 8-megapixel sensor of the DR900S Series allows it to perform
exceptionally well at night and in dark environments, while
maintaining low picture noise. This dashcam is able to record in up
to 60fps too.
 hile the 4K UHD resolution is an impressive feature in a dashcam,
W
4K content generally requires a lot more storage space than Full HD
videos. For a dashcam, this could be a deal-breaker. Fortunately,

the DR900S Series incorporates the best in video compression
technology: HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding), also referred to
as H.265, is the leading standard in broadcasting and streaming
of 4K video content. This major advance allows the DR900S Series
to store as much 4K footage as a Full HD dashcam would with
the more common H.264 standard. Although H.265 is the default
setting, users can still opt for H.264.
As one of the first brands to incorporate Wi-Fi into dashcams
years ago, BlackVue innovates once more with the inclusion of
an 802.11n 2.4GHz / 802.11ac 5GHz dual-band Wi-Fi module. For
smartphones and tablets supporting the 802.11ac 5GHz Wi-Fi
standard, transfer speed can be up to three times faster than with
2.4GHz.
But there is more: BlackVue also developed a new feature called
Sub-Stream, which saves small-sized versions of the videos in
parallel to the full-sized ones. The sub-streams can be downloaded
in record time or used for quick preview when browsing the dash
cam’s videos with the BlackVue App. These enhancements benefit
the user experience both when connecting to the dashcam via
direct Wi-Fi or over the Cloud.
[For more information about Blackvue, contact Wow! Gadgets Pte
Ltd at 6100 9691, or visit their website at www.blackvue.com.sg]
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Meet A
Wild S2000
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s Honda turns 70 this year, the S2000 turns 20. Pretty insane how fast
time passes, it still feels like we barely got to know the S2000 even after
20 years. This of course, is not to be said for those who dabble in tuning
one of Japan’s finest roadsters..

As the turbo generation slowly consumes the car industry, it’s a throwback to
Honda’s rich racing heritage in F1. The first Honda S2000 models came with a 2.0L
normally-aspirated engine, yet making over 200hp, which harks back to the days of
rebuilt B16s making almost 200hp. And for the driving enthusiasts, nothing is quite
as addictive as explosive acceleration with no turbo lag.
In many ways, the S2000 is a car with a split personality. It can be driven gently,
getting good fuel economy, yet it can make you scream once you push past 6,000
rpm. Unlike the Miata however, the S2000 has never been made available with an
automatic transmission. Purist, or go away, it says...
With the modders split between show cars and go cars, rarely will you find people
who are into track-inspired modifications. Wanting both performance on tap and
good looks, this S2000 is filled with the best of both worlds. First thing you would
notice is how much wider this is. Stretching out the S2000 for a wider and more
menacing appearance, started with the superlight Enkei wheels - in a very wide
nine inch width front and eleven inches at the back.
The additional widebody is inspired by the touring cars as well as Japanese tuner
specials. Having access to unlimited possibilities, a customised set of reshaped
fenders was hand-crafted for this fine lady... referring to both the car and the
owner! Wanting a smooth look, she drew inspiration from tuning houses with
their wide fender extensions - but smoothing the edges down for a seamless look
with the body.
Hearing the car in action several times, we moderately knew that it did pack a
punch under the hood. What we didn’t know was that the unmolested F22 block

- but everything around it has been upgraded or customised. Rarely do we see a
street car with a quad independent throttle bodies (ITB) setup, let alone a S2000.
Polished and repolished until it gleamed, the setup, once tuned finely with the
Motec standalone engine management and long horns, the ITB setup gave good
gains throughout the entire rpm range.
Combined with Toda Stage 3 Cams, J’s racing header which help to free up
extra horses at the top of the rev range, especially when combined with the J’s
racing titanium exhaust, this S2000 is an absolute beast of a street machine . This
exhaust system adds a nice raspy tone to the natural howl of the VTEC beast and
is a heap lighter than the factory exhaust system, which gives an added edge to
the car’s crisp response.
Already, one can see the first of the many handling upgrades for the S2000. The
ASM Front Tower Bar GT is attached to the shock towers and the bolts of the
steering rack. This prevents subframe flex and joins crucial suspension points
together for a tight front end feel - not to hang a mechanic or towels!
Other handling improvements to the S2000 include a full set of Moton Club Sport
Suspension coilovers and other necessary undercarriage bracing. Having the need
to strike a balance between daily driving and sporty performance…. nevermind,
Yokohama Advan AD08R: the final word.
On the interior, form-fitting bucket seats flown in specially from Japan and a
Personal steering wheel to excite the sporty side of her, while a great sounding
Pioneer sound system, with additional tweeter pods for those days when she just
wants to cruise the highways - Definitely one ride suited for a Queen!
If you were eyeing this, we have some good news. With a fresh 10-year COE
obtained, this beautiful lady will continue to roam the streets. Looking aggressive
and capable of going as fast as it is loud, the split personality is nothing short of
amplified. Mission accomplished.

..a car with a split personality...

Honda S2000
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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Engine
J’s Racing Header
J’s Racing Muffler
Quad Throttle
Toda Stage 3 Cams
Motec M400 ECU
Samco silicone hoses

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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Undercarriage
Moton Club Sport Suspension
Enkei RS05RR 18x9J 18x11J
Yokohama ADVAN AD08R (Front) 265/35/18; (Rear) 295/30/18
Various cross braces
Interior
2x limited EDT Recardo Super Stark seats
Pioneer Audio System
Exterior
Personal Steering wheel
Customised Widebody
Voltage meter
Js’ Racing dry carbon bonnet
EXterior
Customised Widebody
Js’ Racing dry carbon bonnet

CARS
FOR
SALE
CARS
FOR
RENT
OUR
RENTAL
FLEET

(AVAILABLE FOR SHORT OR LONG TERM)

• BUYING AND SELLING USED VEHICLE
• MOTOR INSURANCE
• VEHICLE LOAN

BWM
X6 XDRIVE 35i

MERCEDES
SL 350

TOYOTA
AXIO 1.5 X

HONDA
AIRWAY
1.5 CNG
HONDA
STREAM
1.8

AUDI
A4 1.8

TOYOTA CAMRY AXIO
NISSAN SLYPHY
HONDA STREAM, AIRWAVE
MITSUBISHI LANCER
LEXUS RX350
VOLKSWAGEN JETTA 1.4L AND MORE
• TRANSFER OF VEHICLE OWNERSHIP
• DEREGISTRATION OF VEHICLE
• VEHICLE DISPOSAL (EXPORT / SCRAP)

!
PREREQUISITE
- Min $500 deposit
- Driver with more than 2 years driving experience
- Aged 25-60 are welcome
Quote ‘REV2018AT’’ for complimentary
1 week rental on long term contract.
Terms and conditions applies
Valid till 31 Dec 2018

24 SIN MING LANE, #06-97
MIDVIEW CITY SINGAPORE 573970
KENNY 9005 6732 • DAMIEN 9652 1196 • JAMES 9113 3097

MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!
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1.

2.

Multi-Function
Dashboard

Engineered with a state-of-art tread pattern, this tyre
excels at taking on tricky corners and braking in both
dry and wet conditions. With a wide rigid centre rib
that is enforced with a curve-groove wall, it offers
sharp steering response for a sporty drive.

Clear the dashboard clutter with an all-in-one
display Featuring an OLED screen, it can display
4 types of displays. Built-in sensors include:
Boost, Oil Pressure, Tachometer, Speedometer,
Odometer, Exhaust temperature, Coolant
temperature, Air/fuel ratio and Oil temperature.

Bridgestone Tyre Singapore - www.bridgestone.com.sg

ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd - 6710 7654

3.

Ducatus Ultimate-R
10W60 PAO

Ducatus is showing no slowdown in their quest
to deliver the finest motor oil for all drivers,
with the introduction of the latest Ultimate-R
10W60 PAO - an oil designed to take the
stresses of racing for high-performance
vehicles! Ducatus lubricants are blended
with finest base oils and treated with
advanced additives which meet and
exceed latest OEMs requirements,
ensuring the best performance for
automobiles, without breaking the bank.

4.

MST Performance
Air Intake System

The system includes a nanofiber dry air filter
which maximizes airflow to engine while
keeping dirt out. Constructed of mandrel-bent
6061 aluminum or cast aluminum for the
smooth airflow, it comes complete with all
necessary mounting hardware and heat shield
to lower the intake temperature. Dyno-tested
with power and torque gains!
Harmony Motor - 6482 2444

Monster Tune - 9784 6614

5.

Bridgestone Potenza
Adrenalin RE003

6.

Enkei
Vortex 5

Interstar
PowerPedal

A simple, Bluetooth-enabled Plug-N-Play
device that changes the way the pedal
interacts with the car’s acceleration mode.
These acceleration modes greatly improve
the driving dynamics by improving
acceleration response and removing any
dreaded turbo lag. Improved response from
25% up to 75%.

One of Enkei’s boldest designs, the
Vortex 5 features a number of sharply
angled thinner spokes coming together
to create a cohesive broad-spoke look.
It is the perfect wheel choice for those
looking to make a statement. Designed
for SUVs, CUVs as well as mid and full-size
sedans. Available 18” in gloss black finish.

Monster Tune – 9784 6614

YHI Singapore - www.facebook.com/yhisingapore

7.

D2 Racing
Air Suspension
Each air shock features a 36-way
adjustable damping for fine tuning
of ride quality and response. One
can even adjust the ride height
while the vehicle is in motion. This
system is designed for bolt-on
without modifications to the
original mounts. Small pneumatic
tools such as tyre hoses or air guns
can be connected to the air tank as
D2 Coil Over Singapore www.facebook.com/
D2CoilOverSingapore

8.

Hardrace
Front Strut Bar

A strut bar is designed to reduce strut tower
flex by joining the two strut towers together.
This shares the load of each strut tower during
cornering and reduces chassis flex. This helps to
improve the car’s feel and handling. Available for a
wide range of cars.
Hardrace Singapore - 9734 8015
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GADGETS & GIZMOS

Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

1.

BlackVue
DR590W

2.

The new DR590W comes in two flavours, single
and dual channel. Simple to use with Wi-Fi
connectivity with BlackVue App, both feature
Sony Starvis sensors in the front camera.
The DR590W-2CH supports Full HD at 30 fps
for both channels, while the DR590W-1CH
supports Full HD at up to 60 frames per second.

High-Power
Multi Function
Jump Starter

One of the the smallest and lightest portable power
“banks”, this can jump start any vehicle operating
on 12V and charge a variety of USB-powered
gadgets and laptops. It features a torch and hazard
lights with SOS mode. A safety hammer is build into
one end to break safety windows.

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

Tri King Car Accessories - 6604 6616

3.

4.

3D
Car Mat

Protect the carpets against water and dirt.
Featuring a durable heel pad under the accelerator
pedal to avoid wear and tear, these mats have a
three-layer structure. They are available in a wide
range of colours and are well ventilated, which
prevents moisture buildup.

WD-40 Specialist
Throttle Body,
Carb & Choke Cleaner

Formulated for rapid and safe removal of deposits such
as gum, sludge and varnish around the throttle body,
carburetor and choke. This helps in eliminating hard
starting, rough idling and stalling. Another benefit is
the reduction in emissions and fumes. Safe for catalytic
converters and oxygen sensors!
PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6223

Best Tech System Automotive - 6367 1882

5.

Orange
TPMS P451

It comes equipped with OTO technology
to automatically locate the sensor
positions in the tyres after rotation. With
new mood lighting feature, it will glow
blue when pressures are normal and glow
orange when it detects a low tyre pressure.

6.

Featuring Auto-Stop & Buzzer, this battery operated
submersible pump works with gasoline, kerosene,
Adblue, methanol, diesel, light oils and water. With
a user-friendly switch, it has auto overflow stop
sensors with acoustic signal. Suitable for go-kart
gasoline refilling, pesticide transfer application or
aquarium water changing.
Best Chemical Co Singapore - www.best-chemical.com

Autotrac - 9073 8350

7.

Bonform
Back Cushion

It helps to maintains the natural spine curve and
reduces fatigue caused by prolonged driving.
The ventilated material is comfortable and
durable. This can be used outside the car
at work, home, for posture relief or even
for a quick nap.
Concorde Auto Accessories - 6292 0087

Battery
Operated Pump

8.

3M Vehicle Air
Purifier Plus

Removes up to 99 percent of dust, pet
dander, PM 2.5 particles, 93 percent
of harmful gases, and bad odors’. The
air filter is made up of polymer fibres
which both attract and trap particles,
plus an activated carbon layer to
remove harmful chemicals.
3M - www.3m.com.sg
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less than perfection: The ride is relatively
unforgiving and the engine that just begs
to be rev-ed to the heavens.
Any Type-R is fast right out of the box, but
going faster won’t hurt. For every engine, the
key to unlocking more power is to decrease
air intake resistance and temperature. In
here, we find a Mugen intake system - which
completely replaces the original intake
system. Intake resonator removal skeptics,
eat your heart out!
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The rush of free flowing air is being made
full use of by the a customised cams
profile for more rapid, higher and longer
valve opening, without throwing the
engine into a rough idle synonymous with
extreme cam profiles.

...going faster won’t hurt...
Honda Civic Type-R
Engine
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n 1997, Honda offered the very first Civic
Type-R exclusively in Japan. Through
the years, the Civic Type R gained plenty
of power, sharper handling and even
practicality. Rightfully Japan’s everyday
supercar: They Civic Type R rightfully has
the reputation for being the ultimate frontwheel drive performance car.
This third generation Civic Type-R
interestingly had two models. Europeans
received the FN2R, which was a pocket
rocket that was designed with plenty
spaceship elements. The Japanese however,
hit the nail with the FD2R: A car that looks
fast, big-winged and body-kitted. Not to
mention, a reasonably useful four-door
configuration too.
Adding onto the European’s jealousy is
that the FD2R has a slightly more powerful
engine - but given that the Europeans are
overly critical of invisible elements from
the exhaust, it’s not unreasonable that the
venerable K had to be tuned differently to
make the governments there happy.
Conceived to be a race car for the road,
by race engineers who accept nothing
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Cockpit
Dressup

6

Uniqueness

6

Engine
Mugen Original Airbox
N2CS Customize Cams
Mugen Short Throw Shifter
M Factory Gearing
Full Kit Toda Exhaust

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

The

Aerodynamics

Undercarriage
D2 Super Racing 3 WaySetup Coilover
Enkei RPF 1 Original
Bridgestone RE71R Tyres
APP Stainless Steel Brake Hose
Hardrace Camber Kit
Interior
Defi Gauges
Exterior
Designo Selenite Grey Magno painto
Mugen RR Carbon Kevlar Bonnet

8

Handling

7

To further aid acceleration, this Type-R
receives M Factory Gearing, with shorter
ratios to keep the engine spinning at the
sweet spot for the perfect amount of
acceleration in any gear. Of course, to fully
enjoy the Honda experience, one must
have an exhaust note to company it. Enter
the Toda, which fills the cabin with a bassy
note to complement the sharp scream of
the K20 engine.
After driven countless of manual cars,
everything is a distant second when it
comes to Honda’s shifter feel, in this case, the
satisfying metal clink further enhanced by
the Mugen Short Throw shift kit.
While the factory suspension has been
tuned for a good compromise between
street and track use, nothing opens up a
world of tuning possibilities such as the an
aftermarket coilover. In this case: The D2
Super Racing 3 Way allows fine tuning of
compression and rebound independently,
essential for cutting lines across the Sepang
rumble strips - and for achieving a nicer
daily drive.
While the suspension does its best to
keep the wheels stuck on the ground, the
wheel/tyre package was made as light
as possible, with the addition of super
light wheels from Japan and extreme
performance tyres. The original brake
setup, with the addition of good pads, is
well enough for a good few laps around
the circuit, but the hoses were changed to
braided ones to remove the spongy pedal
feel. A bit more aggressive camber was
dialed in with the Hardrace camber kit for
a more even camber setting all round.
No flamboyant exterior to speak of,
unless you consider a matte paint job as
flamboyant. Withe the “Designo Selenite
Grey Magno” colour choice, the other
outstanding exterior modification is the
genuine Mugen RR Carbon Kelvar Bonnet
- Saves weight and looks trick too.
Being the family man and adult racer,
the interior has to be kept “as stock
as possible” to please the parents But of course, gauges for water, oil,
pressure… no hardcore trackie can
live without those!
To mod or to keep stock? Enthusiasts
are still split by the opinions on
modifying a Japanese gem. The Civic
Type R is built on years of Japanese
engineering, but nothing will ever stop
the few who go out of the way to make
it a little better.

EVENT
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Bridgestone turns 17, rolls in
the Turanza T005A

O

ne the quietest tyres around has arrived in Singapore
to much fanfare. The Bridgestone Turanza T005A, the
brand’s new flagship touring tyre, was launched today at
Gardens By The Bay during an event to celebrate the 17th
anniversary of Bridgestone Tyres Sales Singapore Pte Ltd.
The evening also marked the launches of the Battlax T31 and A41,
a touring and adventure tyre for motorcycles, respectively. As for
the Turanza T005A, Bridgestone says the new tyre was designed
in Europe with comfort, quietness and safety in mind, and has
already been chosen as original fitment by a number of “premium
car brands”. Audi, BMW, Lexus and Mercedes-Benz are some of the
manufacturers fitting the tyre to their cars.
It goes on sale in Singapore in 36 sizes, with prices starting at
S$130 for a single 15” tyre. The largest 20-inch rim size versions
start at S$350 per tyre.
The T005A was engineered specifically to cut noise, improve ride
comfort and improve wet weather performance. “It’s much better
than the Turanza GR-100 in terms of performance,” says Krado Low,
the editor of Rev Magazine and Rev.com.sg. The GR-100 is the new
tyre’s predecessor. With other motoring writers, Mr Low assessed
the T005A alongside the older tyre at a private test track in
Thailand earlier this month, and found that it delivers notable
improvements in overall grip and behaviour in the wet.
At the Turanza T005A’s launch, managing director
Michael Tan also highlighted the following:

		

- A new website for Bridgestone tyres has gone
live, at the same url of Bridgestone.com.sg.
- The new site is more mobile friendly and aims
to help drivers choose the right tyre model and
link them with a nearby dealer.
- A new online initiative by Bridgestone will let
dealers order stock digitally, reducing lead times
and cutting down on ordering errors
- Bridgestone’s Pink Tyre Valve campaign raised
more than S$34,000 for the Breast Cancer
Foundation last year, a third more than in 2016

The T005A’s performance gains are the result a number of clever
ideas, one of them involving the tyre’s design on a molecular level.
Some of the measures to quieten the tyre are designed into the
tread pattern. A variable pitch design makes the treadblocks hit the
road at an uneven interval, which prevents noise from building up at
a certain frequency. The water-draining sipes are also cut at a steep
angle, which apparently softens the tyre impact on the road.
The sipe edges are chamfered (or gently rounded off ) to help
the tread blocks deform less under braking, and keep the rubber
in flat contact with the road. The contact patch (the tyre’s basic
footprint on the road) has also been optimised to help the tyre
apply consistent pressure on the road, which reduces shock and
impact noise.
Bridgestone says the tyre’s redesigned sidewall improves its ride
comfort, while the T005A’s compound has been reformulated to
provide more grip in rainy conditions — internal tests show a car
fitted with the new tyre able to stop in shorter distances in the wet.
The Turanza line of comfort-oriented, touring tyres has traditionally
been a strong seller for Bridgestone in our market, which augurs
well for the T005A. “We’re very excited to bring our latest Turanza
tyre to Singapore and believe that it will fulfill premium car
owners’ high expectations on the ride comfort of their vehicle,”
says Michael Tan, the managing director of Bridgestone Tyre Sales
Singapore Pte Ltd.
It’s an important enough product that it was launched at what was
a boisterous party for Bridgestone staff and dealers attended by
nearly 200 people. Given its quiet design, however, its launch party
is likely to be the noisiest thing about the Turanza T005A.

www.bridgestone.com.sg
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In Singapore however, it wasn’t that rosy for anyone
shopping for a brand new Civic in the 90’s. Cat 2
COE prices hit over $60,000 - and the Civic was sadly
launched in Singapore around the same period.
However, this example was one that was quick
enough to dodge the COE - being registered before
the prices cowabungaed.
Introduced as a performance-oriented variant
alongside the ESi and VTi, the SiR had one hell of a
engine inside. Even rarer, is a 2-owner SiR. While the
first owner kept the ride relatively stock, the second
one was more hardcore.
The EK series was the first Civic to receive the Type
R badge in 1997, as the EK9. This effectively slowed
down the Integra to Civic (DB to EG) part swaps as
Civics finally had an extreme model on which parts
could be bolted onto regular models.

....this has to be the most
beautifully stock of the lot. ...

With almost an unlimited catalogue of parts, the
line between replacement and modifications soon
blurred. With the old brake system starting to show
its age, the master cylinder was replaced with a
larger part made for the EK9. The benefits of a larger
master cylinder? More juice to operate the 282mm
front brakes from a Prelude BB.

Honda Civic EK4 SiR 4M
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

6

6

6

7

8

Engine
Original B16A4 Engine,
EK9 Distributor,
EK9 Gearbox And LSD (4.4 Final Drive)
DC2R Shifter
Fuel Pressure Regulator
Whale P-Nis Intake
Full Type-R Exhaust

Irresistible SiR
Text KRADO LOW
Photos Peter lee

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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W

hat was life before internet? Cue the sixth
generation Honda Civic, affectionately
known by their owners by the model
code: EK. The Civic EK is deeply rooted in the tuning
culture since 1996. 20 years later, with internet and
global shipping options: Anyone can still pick up
brand new parts for any EK on the planet.

Undercarriage
EK9 Brake Pump
Prelude 282mm Front Brakes
Rear EK9 Undercarriage
Odyssey 282mm Rear Brakes
EK9 Anti Roll Bar
ASR Subframe Brace,
Ultra Racing Front Tower Brace
16” RE30 Wheels
Interior
Original Sparco R375
Refreshed Leather Seats
LED Converted Gauge Cluster
Exterior
Facelift Bumper
Y2000 Foglights

That’s not all, the rear brakes are from the EK9 as
well, however running on 282mm Odyssey 4x100
rotor. Everything under the rear is different however.
The entire EK9 undercarriage replacement featured
beefier lower control bars. This allowed for the use
of the 22mm rear EK9 sway bar as the increased
force required the use of a reinforced subframe - a
duty for the ASR under subframe brace.
The biggest change in this car was the inclusion of
the close ratio EK9 gearbox with LSD and a custom
final drive ratio of 4.4. For the sake of cruising
comfortably on long travels, yet retaining the
quick acceleration that the Civic is renown for. And
unlike the many EKs which we have featured over
the years, this has to be the most beautifully stock
of the lot.
Citing concerns over complications of engine
modifications affecting the longevity of the block
- he chose to keep the block as stock as possible,
only adding on an air intake for the vicious snarl of
the VTEC, an EK9 distributor and an adjustable fuel
pressure regulator.
Lets not gloss over the fact that it is “stock”. Most
cars aged 20 and above look so faded, this however,
looks like it came straight off the factory floor. Many
things have been replaced to make the car look and
feel new, and it certainly felt that way. All the rubber
mouldings have been changed. Everything felt so
tightly screwed together, there was barely a creak or
a rattle from the car at all.
The interior received several modern touches as
well, a Sparco R375 steering wheel, fresh leather
seats and a LED-backlit converted speedo. Despite
the tons of parts available to change the look of the
EK, the only visual upgrades done to this EK were
the face-lifted EK bumper, Year 2000 fog lights and
unbelievably, original Honda door visors.
In this world where the Civics have been modified
in more ways than you can count, it’s surprisingly
hard to find a good example of an OEM-plus Civic
EK - it’s either bone stock or out-of-this-world
levels. Onwards to another 10 years on the
road buddy!
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ICE NEWS

DISAPPEARING ACT
Your actual speakers might be the next features of your car audio system to
disappear, The New York Times reports. A new system is being developed
by auto supplier Continental AG called Ac2ated Sound. It’s based on
the principles of stringed instruments and depends on a small device
called a transducer, consisting of a magnet wrapped in a copper coil,
which generates micro-vibrations from electrical energy. But instead of
an oscillating membrane in a conventional speaker, the new system uses
larger and existing interior components to radiate the sound and create
high-fidelity audio.
So your rear window will serve as the subwoofer, with the windshield, floor,
dash and seat frames contributing the midrange and the A-pillars doing
double duty as tweeters. It’s similar to how the violin makes sound via the
wooden bodies, which capture vibrations from the bow being applied to
the strings. The system promises lower weight, far less box volume and
lower electricity consumption. It says it can integrate the technology into
any car model. Continental says current high-end audio systems depend
on 10 to 20 or more speakers that add up to 20 pounds and occupy as
much as 30 liters of volume. The new system, it says, weighs just 2 pounds
and takes up 1 liter of additional space. Continental expects its system to
start appearing in cars by 2021, though the company wouldn’t say in which
company’s vehicles.
www.autolog.com

BOSE BASE
Audio tech company Bose has announced a new AR system – and
set aside $50m to invest in startups that can help develop it. Called
“Bose AR”, the platform works a little differently most industry services,
focusing on the intersection between sound and vision. The hefty
fund will target companies that can create apps, services and related
technologies for the Bose AR platform. Bose’s current prototype
features smart sunglasses, which capture what the wearer sees and
plays out relevant audio information through an embedded speaker.
The glasses have inbuilt motion sensors, which track the orientation
of the listener using bluetooth to connect with a phone’s GPS data. As
well as knowing where the user is, the nine-axis sensor can determine
which direction they’re looking and moving. App developers are also
able to tag locations to trigger specific audio cues, or can just use the
motion sensors as a head-based gesture control interface. For example,
if you look up at a specific building and tap your touchpad on your
temple, they would offer a sentence or two about what’s inside.
The AR kit isn’t just limited to glasses, either. The company hope the
technology can be integrated in headphones, helmets and other
wearables. The company said the new technology can be controlled
with voice commands, head gestures, and simple touch gestures.
www.uktech.news
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STYLE
STATEMENT
High riding super sound machine

G

iven that crossovers have gained unparalleled popularity over the
past few years, it comes as little surprise that manufacturers have
splashed the cash to design and develop their version of an ideal
crossover to meet market demands. In Singapore’s context, Toyota
might have been a tad late in the game given that Honda’s Vezel / HRV has
been flooding local tarmac for more than a good couple of years, but that
does not mean Toyota falls behind in terms of crossover desirability. On
the flipside, introducing a crossover later than rivals played out well for the
manufacturer - it gave them more time to carve the perfect formula and
they certainly aced on both style and substance. The high riding, coupelike stature looks like no other on the road, and we fully appreciate Toyota’s
decision to move away from conservative aesthetics to appeal to the
younger, more daring audience.
This example we have defies the rules of a traditional family hauler, just like
how the C-HR defies conventional aesthetic cues in place of sportiness and

elegance. Most owners who get involved with vehicle customisation might
opt for bodykit upgrades and performance tweaks, but this specimen dives
deep into the realm of in-car entertainment (ICE). We reckon that this might
very well be the most unique C-HR on local tarmac!
The owner of this ride, Mr Jack, is definitely a music lover. We featured his
beautifully ICEd-up Toyota Mark X a couple of years ago, and here we are
with his C-HR. This time, he engages the expert help of Ah Kwang from
Audio Solution. Audio Solution carries a vast wealth of experience in EMMA
competitions. Ah Kwang knows the exact demands of Jack, which is why the
output is one that reflects Jack’s desired outcome. Salute!
Starting with the Source Unit is Pioneer’s 2-din, 7-inch multimedia receiver
(AVH-X8850BT), which is linked directly to the Mosconi DSP 8 to12 Aerospace
where it provides the competition tuning needs like precise time alignment,
crossover settings and L/R independent EQ settings.
Customized enclosure on point!

“We reckon that this
might very well be the
most unique C-HR on
local tarmac!”

Mobile media magic
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In the front of the ride, you will notice Micro Precision’s flagship Z Studio
3 way. The tweeter is custom made on the A Pillar and the midrange sits
perfectly on the dashboard. The midbass takes position at the original
door panel.
Focusing our attention to the trunk, we are welcomed by a stylish customised
work from Audio Solution. A full Mosconi setup sits within the customised
enclosure. The D2 series is currently known to be the smallest and best Class
D amplifier available - they are unbeatable in terms of technology, sound
and size. Powering the Hi and Mids are the D2 100.4, while the midbass and
woofer are powered by D2 150.2 and D2 500.1. This ride is fully soundproofed
with premium damping material from Russia - Alphard and the cables are all
well signalled by Micro Precision RCA and speaker cables.
It takes time to understand the true meaning behind each modification,
but in this case, it is obvious that a thoroughbred audiophile is behind this
elaborate project. A quick listen was good enough to decipher how detailed
the outputs were. The mids and highs are accurate, while the low-end
yields plenty of beefy bass during songs that cater more towards thumping
beats. This C-HR features a simple, yet thoroughly sophisticated sound. This
combination is perfectly flawless. Sound reproduction is definitely one of the
best around. This is much more than a style statement - it is a mobile media
powerhouse that satisfies the most compelling audiophile!

SYSTEM DIAGRAM

AVH-X8850BT

MOSCONI
DSP 6 to 8 aero

Electric blue vibes, we approve!

MOSCONI
D2 100.4

Z Studio
Tweeter

Z Studio
Mid Range

MOSCONI
D2 150.2

MOSCONI
D2 150.2

Z Studio
Mid Bass

Gladen
Zero 12 Pro

Simple and stylish!
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EMMA Head Judge Training 2018 and Eurofinals
“The EMMA Head Judge Training involves people from nearly 50
countries, which is by far the largest ever event for a competition
organisation, with 150 people attending in Salzburg, Austria.”

2

018 welcomes some of the biggest changes for
the car audio industry, as the world’s biggest car
audio network, European Mobile Media Association
(EMMA) makes changes to its sound quality
competition disc. These changes happen usually every two
years, which is essential to improve car judging techniques
as well as to carry out a more efficient judging process.
If you are an audiophile or tuner, this is the correct tool
for you as EMMA shares how the CD was made and how
should it be judged correctly, without each individual using
his or her own preferences. The recent EMMA Head Judge
Training aims to pass down the knowledge to regional and
national judges, so we can expect EMMA Singapore to host
its all new judge training in the next coming month.
The EMMA Head Judge Training involves people from
nearly 50 countries, which is by far the largest ever event
for a competition organisation, with 150 people attending
in Salzburg, Austria.
Right after this training, it was only appropriate to
witness the best cars around Europe, with the EMMA

European Championship taking place with cars flowing
in from Germany, Italy, Russia, United Kingdom, Norway,
Sweden and many more. Given that more than 40 judges
were involved across a span of three days, this is one
of the biggest scale competition too. From old school
ICE-infused hatchbacks to modern, tech-laden vehicles
packing tons of audio systems, spectators and fellow
participants were in for a serious treat. On Saturday night,
the entire group of mobile media audiophiles around
the world gathered as part of an EMMA party, and they
celebrated over drinks, music and food around the world
- a camaraderie that bridges all boundaries for the sake of
in-car entertainment appreciation.
We will expect to see action-packed events from EMMA
Singapore in 2018. We understand from EMMA Singapore’s
Mr Terence Nah that the changes in the CD has made it
become a perfect tool for sound tuning. The new rules will
give newcomers more opportunities to participate, too.
New and exciting activities will also form part of EMMA
Singapore’s schedule this year, so stay tuned for more!
[For more information and results, visit www.emmanet.com]
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VISUAL VICTORY

Harman has announced that it has received a record-breaking 16 iF
World Design Awards. Add to this three Plus X awards to further confirm
Harman’s exceptional capacity for designing audio products that
seamlessly combine innovation, quality, and aesthetics. Considered one
of the largest and most prestigious design competitions in the world,
the iF World Design Awards are a highly respected seal of excellence in
aesthetics, quality, and user-focused, ergonomic, and efficient design
in all disciplines. This year, Harman was victorious for the designs of 16
products from its Harman Kardon, JBL, and AKG family of brands.
As a testament to Harman Kardon’s dedication to delivering one-of-akind design, the brand received six iF awards for products such as the
Harman Kardon Allure and Allure portable, the Harman Kardon Invoke
and the Harman Kardon Astra voice controlled speakers. Additionally it
received awards for two home audio products that will be introduced
later this year.
The Harman Kardon Allure was recognised for its elegant, transparent

design that blends into any interior and features glowing 360° ambient
lighting that emanates from within, reacting to voice commands and
echoing the rhythm of Harman Kardon’s uniquely immersive sound.
The Harman Kardon Allure Portable was recognised for its beautiful
sound and iconic design featuring premium materials such as a steel
speaker grill and a semi-transparent top cover. The Allure Portable
combines spectacular sound to fill any room and sophisticated aesthetics
to complement any setting.
Harman’s ability to bring uncommon innovative power to the Car Audio
industry was also recently recognised with a series of Plus X Awards. The
world’s largest innovation awards for technology, sports, and lifestyle,
Plus X Awards recognise new and innovative technologies, extraordinary
design, and intelligent, easy to use operating systems. SUMMIT Next,
VOYAGER Next, and SoundSteer Technology all received multiple awards
in the Innovation, High Quality, Ease of Use, and Functionality categories.
www.autolog.com

PANDORA PUSH

Music discovery platform Pandora might not be relevant for
Singaporeans, given that most are using Apple Music and
Spotify. But the largest music streaming service in the U.S’s
acquisition of AdsWizz, the global leader in digital audio
ad technology, could indicate more possibilities in terms
of global dominance. The addition of AdsWizz will upgrade
Pandora’s ad tech capabilities, provide its advertisers with
greater audience reach, and expand the company’s revenue
opportunities. AdsWizz is one of the few ad tech firms that is
completely dedicated to digital audio, serving some of the
largest players in the industry.
With digital audio advertising growing 42% year-over-year,
according to the IAB, the combined offering of Pandora and
AdsWizz will capitalise on this trend, while making it easier
for publishers to monetise their inventory, and for advertisers
to buy and measure their campaigns. Once fully integrated,
advertisers will be able to transact through AdsWizz’s
global marketplace across Pandora and other leading audio
publishers. Pandora will support the growth of AdsWizz’s
core business and invest in technology development that
serves all constituents.
www.uktech.news

TEXT & PHOTO KRADO LOW
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INTERVIEW

DIGITADVANTAGES

Appvantage set on revolutionizing the market
Pioneering the automotive industry’s move towards the
digital age, Appvantage is paving the way for consumers
to digitally find and purchase cars through their
platform. We chat with Mr. Eng Poo Yang, and Mr. Moritz
Rossmanith about their vision for the future.
Hello, tell us more of how Appvantage got started!
We started seven years ago in multimedia, web assets
management and producing elearning content for
corportate training departments as well as providing
multimedia support for various MNCs. We also helped to
localize content for the targeted regions.
Back then, Apple announced the iPad, the game
changer as a new form of mobile device and to engage
customers on a different level. Since then, we have
changed our focus to providing solutions for customers
on tablets and phones.

Then there is showroom hopping: Even with many
people are doing research online, with customers
are more educated than before, walk-inbusiness to
showrooms are very specific.
New cars are at the forefront, but used cars?
Everything from financing to insurance quoting can
apply to the used car segment. Then there is the fair share
of alternative modes of transport in Singapore. Even with
trends such as on demand car usage and car leasing,
ownership is still the majority of the car population here.
Your thoughts on LTA’s “Zero vehicle growth”. What
other changes do you forsee in the Singapore
motoring climate?
End consumers will want to have options, there won’t be
a permanent solution to Singapore’s transport demands.
Most importantly, we have to react and provide solutions
on a whim.

Will Virtual Reality (VR) have a future in the buyer’s
market?
Maybe one part of it, but at large, the showroom
experience will evolve, flagship stores will still remain a
mainstay, but will eventually size down. VR will be one of
the ways and there is also Augmented Reality (AR). We
think that AR has wider potential, such as previewing
options or accessories on a car, in real time! Of course, a
fully AR showroom sounds a little gimmicky at present,
but its is good to have a variety of interaction. You could
walk into a physical showroom, and be guided through
the vehicle’s features with a smart device.

We noticed some in the showrooms…
Ah, one of our first solutions was called the “iShowroom”,
designed for use at motorshows and showrooms in this
region. That solution allowed sales staff to be able to
communicate with the customers, thus educating and
showing them what their cars are about. As a one-stop
solution, it was designed to instantly provide quotes and
loans at the few quick taps.

Dealers will have to reinvent themselves as the other
modes of transport are coming up. Lesser cars are being
used by more people - and public transport will improve.
Services such as private car hire will all work towards to
balancing the urbanization and make travelling a breeze.
It’s a good thing as Singapore’s unique transport model
can be implemented in other growing countries.

What do you see in your crystal ball?
The market changes so quickly, the future is often shaped
by chance, strong marketing and promotions, as well
as revisions to the current climate. Of course, we really
like the idea of future cars having a beacon to remind
you exactly where you left it, unlock and drive without
having to use a key at all. That little beacon could be used
to track driving habits - this is information which dealers
can use to improve people’s lives by spotting potential
problems before they become a real nuisance. Lastly, the
cost of cars will come down as the showroom down-size
in a move into a digital format. Want a physical test drive?
The car will come to you!

What do you think is wrong with buying a car in
Singapore?
There is a lot of manual hand and leg work, involving
steps that are tedious and laborious, from both business
and consumer standpoints. You probably have never fully
read through the terms and conditions, before being
forced to enter a contract. It’s also a very inflexible system,
with little way of running a campaign to reward or for
rebates.

Speaking on “revolutionizing” the industry, what say
you on the latest car tech?
The infrastructure has to be ready. Electric cars need a
solid infrastructure in order to boost acceptance. Also,
we think that the future will be autonomous driving, as
safety will vastly improve without the human emotional
input. As for digital industrialization, we will have full
access to information for car owners more to offer
services such as car sharing as well as after sales service.

Now… what apps do you use the most?
Our customised showroom app! (laughs) Followed
by Youtube. What other app blends information and
entertainment into one nice package? There is also
Netflix for pure entertainment. Productivity wise - Emails
for work, and Google maps for navigation. Parking.SG is a
particularly useful app for work as we save time - no more
walking to a parking sign, calculating the cost and tearing
paper coupons, just hit the park button!

Even with internet portals, they are still not transparent
enough for dealers to sell cars directly to the customers.
The process can take up to a week. Our goal is to digitize
the process into one or few days.

Where would be your biggest market, so far?
The biggest market would be the 180 solutions
customized for customers, In the Asia Pacific region. Still,
we are 7 years young and still expanding - even we won’t
know where the next big market will be in.

EVENT
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YHI Dealer’s Night
New tyres and forging stronger partnerships

Y

HI Dealer’s Night 2015/2016 is aimed at commemorate and forge stronger partnerships
between YHI Singapore and their network of dealers. Held at the Singapore Island
Country Club, the event saw a grand opening with a Chelsea Welcome Video, followed
by a dazzling light performance by LED Tron Dancers.

The event was graced by distinguished guests from The Yokohama Rubber Co.Ltd: Mr. Masataka
Yamaishi, President and Representative Member of the Board; Mr. Hiroyuki Shioiri, Acting Head
of Corporate Planning Division; Mr. Takeshi Fujino, General Manager of Tire Overseas Sales &
Marketing Dept; Mr. Yuki Iwasa, Assistant manager of Tire Overseas Sales & Marketing Dept.
From Sanko Progress Mabis Corporation: Mr. Takashi Matsui, Senior Managing Director & Chief
Operating Officer; Mr. Yoshifumi Iihara, General Manager; Mr. Koji Sato, Singapore Branch
Manager. Finally, from the Chelsea Football Club: Mr. Chris Madsen, Head of Partnerships
Management, Asian Office.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

The opening speech that night was by Mr. Masataka Yamaishi, followed by a speech by Mr.
Richard Tay, Executive Chairman & Group Managing Director for YHI International Limited.
After dinner service was commenced, the emcee kept the guests entertained with slapstick
humour, along with a live band performance.
The event also saw the launch of three new Yokohama tyres for Singapore by Mr. Takeshi Fujino:
The high performance Advan Sport V105 ZPS (Zero Pressure System), Advan dB V552 and the
BluEarth RY55.
The first awards presentation kicked off with the Appreciation Awards, and was conducted by
Mr. Yoshifumi Iihara. Lucky Draw for Gold Bar Campaign was conducted by Mr. Gary Su, Chief
Financial Officer of YHI International Limited. Dealers present that night were also entered into
a lucky draw with Mr. Hiroyuki Shioiri giving away the prizes.
Finally, as an event closure, Mr. Richard Tay presented tokens of appreciation to the VIPs, and
concluded with a toasting ceremony with seven of the VIP’s on stage!

The Tyres launched at the YHI Dealers Night are:
Advan Sport V105 ZPS
The Advan Sport V105 ZPS combines Yokohama’s signature performance
with Zero Pressure System runflat capabilities. It features variable rounded
grooves to maximize performance on wet surfaces and a nanotechnology
tread compound to increase flexibility, durability, and contact area for better
wet and dry traction.
In the event of a total loss of air pressure, Yokohama’s advanced runflat
technology maintains the performance and stability of the ADVAN Sport
Z.P.S. for up to 80km at speeds up to 80km/h.
Advan dB V552
The Advan dB V552 is a premium comfort tire that was developed based
on the concept of “an unprecedentedly silent tire that changes the in-car
atmosphere.” The result of a meticulous redesign that included a review
all design elements—including pattern design, profile shape, internal
structure, type of parts, size of parts, and surface contact configuration.
In addition, the tire’s wet grip performance and fuel efficiency have been
greatly improved by the application of a newly developed compound that
raises the dispersibility of silica.The tyre is aimed at drivers of a wider variety
of vehicles, from premium sedans to premium minivans, electric vehicles,
hybrids, and compact cars.
BluEarth-Van RY55
Lastly, the BluEarth-Van RY55, is new fuel-efficient tire for vans focused
on greatly improving wear resistance but also aimed at further enhancing
wet grip performance. Wear resistance and wet grip performance have
been enhanced by the development of a special tread pattern. The tire also
features shoulders with deep lugs and sipes that enhance steering stability
and drainage while helping to prevent uneven wear. A new compound
that includes a triple polymer to boost the tire’s durability and resistance to
uneven wear and silica to enhance fuel efficiency and wet grip performance.
The new tire also features a revised profile that provides a more optimal
surface contact shape and more uniform surface contact pressure.

Blackvue DR590/
DR590W Series
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DR590W-1CH
DR590W-2CH

The Feature Packed Entrees

T

he latest BlackVue dashcam may be a 4K ultra high definition
performance monster, but car owners on a budget have great
options to look out for. Blackvue’s new DR590/DR590W series comes
in two flavours, single channel (1CH) and dual channel (2CH).
Highly detailed video quality, reliable recording, and ease of use are
Blackvue’s hallmarks. One step up from the DR590, the “W” in the
DR590W refers to the addition of convenient Wi-Fi connectivity from the
smartphone to the camera.
Even at an affordable price point, we find trickle down tech from
Blackvue’s flagship dashcams. The DR590 and DR590W series utilizes
the Sony Starvis sensor for clear images as well as great low light
sensitivity - without inducing excessive video noise with non Starvisequipped dashcams.
Focusing on simple operation, the polished BlackVue App for iOS and
Android is used to adjust settings on the dashcam. For the DR590W with
Wi-Fi connectivity, the DR590W-1CH and DR590W-2CH allows users to
view live camera footage, and for easy download of videos without having
to remove the microSD card from the dashcam.

maximum 25 Megabits per second. The 139-degree wide view angle is a
good balance between coverage and minimal distortion.
Our test recordings that the default video quality settings pack enough
detail. We recommend purchasing larger capacity microSD cards instead
of dropping the resolution should you not want to lose details in the
downsampling - the front cameras run at about 2.1 megapixel while the
rear cameras run at about 2.0 megapixel, both close to the native Full
HD resolution.
Physically, these cameras are among the smallest dashcams available. The
diminutive size makes it easy to be placed in a discrete position. Perfect
choice for users who want to make full use of the camera’s automatic
parking mode (when powered with a Power Magic Pro or Cellink battery
pack). Both run on a Adaptive Format Free File Management System: This
minimizes risks of error and the need for microSD card formatting.
Even if the dashcams run for days on end, Blackvue includes an option to
minimize unexpected errors arising from constant video recording. One
can activate the Scheduled Reboot in the options to “refresh” the system
when it is in Parking Mode without any active event recording.

The Wi-Fi connectivity also makes it handy to perform Firmware Over The
Air (FOTA) upgrades by uploading the firmware from the phone to the
dashcam, without the need to remove the microSD card.

Unlike many dashcams which record an event the moment it begins, these
Blackvue will save the few seconds leading to the triggering event as well,
thanks to the built in video buffer. These are the small details which make
Blackvue a leader in dash cams.

The new models feature Full HD video recording with a Sony Starvis sensor
in the front camera. The 2 channel models support Full HD at 30 fps for
both channels, while the 1 channel model supports Full HD at up to 60
frames per second, as well as an Extreme Mode which saves videos at a

The new DR590 series is now available at all authorized BlackVue dealers.
Wow! Gadgets is the sole distributor for BlackVue products in Singapore
and Malaysia. For the list of authorized BlackVue dealers, or more
information, please visit www.blackvue.com.sg

Blackvue - www.blackvue.com.sg
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Autotest 2018 Round 1
TEXT & PHOTO Krado Low

E

ntering the fourth dimension, Autotest kicks off the 2018
season with plenty of new faces and cars but with the same
enthusiasm and desire for speed! The Tanah Merah Ferry
Terminal home ground saw plenty of hot racing action as well as
the first time that two drivers clocking the same time!
The big day started bright and early in the morning, with
participants streaming in way before the day’s activities were
slated to get under way. A safety briefing was carried out, before
time was allocated for the drivers to practice and get acquainted
with the circuit.
If you love Gymkhana and Autocross, Autotest puts both into
one great fun package. One can enter one of four categories
depending on their skill levels – Class A is reserved for offroad cars and Class B for Gymkhana oriented. Class C for the
Autocross oriented and finally, Class D for novice drivers. There
will be a Team Challenge for drivers (one driver from
class A/B and another from class C/D).
New regulations this year saw drivers being
confined to a starting box to remove the
advantage of rolling starts. New prizes for
4th and 5th position for each class and
finally, the most consistent driver award
was replaced with a “Bolt Lightning”
award for the fastest start reaction time.
Unlike previous years, the event jumped

into the Time Attack stage from the get-go and everyone had
total of nine runs. Teams entries are now restricted to drivers
from Class A and C.
The course spanned the entire length of the car park, with two
competitors moving in opposite directions of the circuit. The A/B
circuit featured tighter turns and more complex route than the
C/D circuit, to cater for driving tastes and skill levels. Sponsors
were present with models and booths to promote their
products, amplifying the festival-like atmosphere of the event.
Mitch Chong won in Class A, Gerald Poh took Class B top
honours, Sylvester Lim emerged top in Class C, and Javier
Seow clinched top spot in Class D. Team ACMA Max Attack
took first in the Team Challenge while Team ACMA Hyper
Attack came in second.
The day’s proceedings concluded with participants and
spectators taking away an enriching motorsports experience,
leaving the industry with more room for further growth and
advancement nonetheless.
Keen to put your skills to test test? Registration is open via
www.autotest.com.sg. Autotest was made possible by main
sponsors: ACMA Engineering Works & Trading, Monster Energy,
MPM Oil Singapore and participating sponsors: API Racing,
Hardrace Singapore.
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Melaka

Battle
Supersonic Touge Max! Round 2
TEXT & PHOTO Krado Low

T

he second round of the Supersonic Touge Max! 2018
season was held on familiar territory, the Melaka
International Motorsports Circuit (MIMC). Organized by
Supersonic design and performance, the event saw new drivers
and seasoned veterans alike.
Malaysia’s second international-standard circuit after the
Sepang International Circuit (SIC) is a 1.7km long, and 10m wide
racetrack with challenging S-bends and hairpins turns that will
challenge all drivers.
Unlike the wider and longer Sepang International Circuit
and Johor Circuit, the MIMC is perfectly suited for on-theedge driving, with plenty of heavy braking, proper lines and
full-power corner exits. Think of it as a hybrid of rallying and
autocrossing, where speed meets a small space.
Several participants combined their trip with a holiday in
charming Malacca. Participants both old and new, were
basking in the cool morning, while getting all warmed-up with

preparations on their cars for a day of fun and driving.
This round is the second part of the championship series, where
racers will be ranked according to their placing in each round
and the driver with the most points by the end of the series will
be crowned “KING OF TOUGE MAX!” The fastest timing of the
day will earn them a bonus two points, and it’s no wonder why
everyone was overly aggressive on their racing lines.
Jonathan Tan topped Class 1 with his Lancer CS3, Scott Lee
claimed Class 2 with his Toyota MR-S, Gavin Ang piloted his VW
Scirroco 1.4 to Class 3 honours, As’safiy screamed VTEC Class
victory in his Honda EG6. Finally, Sen Koh pushed to claim the
open class victory in his Toyota 86!
The next round of Touge Max! will be held at the KL Elite
Speedway. MIMC will be the host for Round 4 at a date to
be announced.
For more information, visit www.supersonicdp.com/tougemax.

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!

MIRRORLESS
MAGIC
Fujifilm’s newest lightweight option
will fit right into your carry-on
TEXT: CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO FUJI FILMS

A new mirrorless camera that comes packed with all
of Fujifilm’s goodness? Yes, you heard right, as Fujifilm
creates a compact that could set the pace for all
mirrorless cameras in the market.
The latest entry-level X-A5, from the X-Series, comes
with a 24.2-megapixel APS-C image sensor – one with
a Bayer colour filter, and not Fujifilm/s own X-Trans
array. It also has a 180-degree tilting touchscreen
and a microphone jack, making it highly suitable for
Youtubers and Vloggers. Existing Fujifilm followers will
also be able to appreciate the first motorised powerzoom lens in the brand’s lineup, making it the most
compact and lightweight zoom option to date.
Weighing in at only 496g, the new Fujifilm X-A5
should definitely be one on the list of favourite travel
companions. The sleek leather body exudes a vintage
vibe, and the X-A5 is available in three colour options:
black, brown and pink.
[For more details, visit www.fujifilm.com]
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TechSummit
Montblanc explores the fascinating world of technology and incorporates this into its watchmaking
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO MONTBLANC

We’ve seen the Apple Watch on the wrists of many, but
conventional watch brands, like Montblanc, are getting into
the tech game too.
The idea of this wearable luxurious watch is borrowed
from Montblanc’s 1858 collection. The case – at 46mm
wide and 12.5mm thick – houses the powerful Qualcomm
Snapdragon Wear processor. It is fronted by a 1.39-inch
AMOLED touchscreen display, and stores enough power in
its battery to last up to a day and a half of use.
Built into the Montblanc Summit is Google Assistant, which
is voice-activated, as well as sensors that help record and
document the details of your daily fitness regime. Best of all,
the multiple dial interface mirrors the dials from the brand’s
1858 watch collection.
[For more details, visit www.montblanc.com]

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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CYBER AERO

BIRD’S EYE VIEW

Gigabyte has revealed an update for its Aero 15 and 15X laptops - two devices
linked synonymously with gaming. An improved display, slimmer design,
and support for Dolby Atmos are key features that should make these a more
tempting gaming proposition.

Short-throw projectors can be a good alternative to traditional
TVs, given that you need not compromise much on space.
ViewSonic’s M1 short-throw projector weighs less than 800g,
with dimensions of 148 x 40.5 x 126m - sounds appealing
compared to a wall-mounted TV! Harman Kardon speakers are
integrated too, so you need not purchase external speakers
unless you require audiophile-grade acoustics. 16GB on-board
memory comes as standard, so you can upload content
without the need of an external storage device. But if you need
more storage, the M1 comes with a plethora of ports - 1 USB
Type C, 1 USB 2.0 Type A, 1 HDMI 1.4 port, a microSD card slot
and a 3.5mm audio jack. The display can range from 24 to 100
inches, with a distance of 2.6m from the projection surface.

The display was already one of the most impressive aspects of the original variant
- the edge-to-edge design and X-Rite Pantone-certified display were very usable
and more importantly, enjoyable from a gamer’s standpoint. The Aero 15 laptops
also come with an option of a 144Hz 1080p display that retains the almost “bezelless” edge-to-edge design. You can also opt for a 4K IPS panel that boasts 100 per
cent coverage of the AdobeRGB color space. These options should make for a
versatile companion even when you are a video editor or photographer.
Of worthy mention will be the chassis that measures in at just 18mm - a
monumental engineering achievement taking into account the specs they boast.

FIFTH ELEMENT
MB&F does not compromise on quality, judging by how
much effort they spend to design and develop these
mechanical works of art. We’ve seen wristwatches, musical
boxes and even a pen inspired by a rocket. This time,
MB&F partners L’Epée 1839 to bring an entire range of
mechanical clocks.
A mechanical thermometer, barometer, and hygrometer
were created to accompany L’Epée’s more familiar creation
- a mechanical clock. Those four stand-alone elements
come together to create a mechanical sculpture much
bigger than the sum of its parts: The Fifth Element. A
mechanical weather station like the ones which existed
throughout the 20th century, before weather forecasting
was just another app on your phone.

SLEEK SYNC
Logitech’s G560 is a 2.1 PC gaming speaker that
emphasises simulated surround sound with 240
Watts of peak power - no surprises given that this
forms part of Logitech’s gaming division. The G560
has a downward-firing subwoofer to boost low end
punch. This product can be connected to up to four
audio devices via USB, 3.5mm or Bluetooth. And with
Lightsync technology, it can sync to your gameplay for
a more immersive experience.

Because this is MB&F’s take on the classic weather station,
The Fifth Element’s curves are sculpted by sciencefiction: each of the four Elements is modelled after the
quintessential 1950-60s UFO. The “mothership” is piloted
by Ross, MB&F’s resident Alien – powered by his own
manually-wound movement. The Fifth Element was
unveiled at Baselworld 2018.

MIX AND MESH
MAGIC WASH
Yes, a washing machine can actually sound exciting
if we dive into the tech associated with it. Samsung’s
QuickDrive washing machine claims to cut your laundry
time in half! The WW7800M will also cut energy use by
20%, with innovative tech “Q-drum” responsible for the
main improvements over a regular washer, with its back
plate that rotates independently. Don’t worry if you
forgot to chuck in the last few clothes after starting the
wash cycle - “Addwash” allows you to add items any time
through a window on the front. If you need more laundry
“boost”, you can opt for the QuickDrive combo, which
claims to be faster due to a lighter drum, achieving more
economy as a result.

The ASUS Lyra Trio is made to remove
“dead” WIFI spots - an experience we
can all relate to! It is an AC1750-class
dual-band system that is capable of
speeds up to 450Mbps. It is running on
a 2.4GHz network, and 1,300Mbps on
its 5GHz network. They might look like
handlebars, but this pyramidal design
looks quirky and ASUS claims they are
designed for practical purposes as they
serve to minimise interference and
provide better transmission. The ASUS
Lyra Trio is available now and is priced
at SGD$199 for 1-pack, SGD$329 for a
2-pack, and SGD$459 for a 3-pack.

ENDLESS BLESSINGS: THE AMULET
An amulet is any object worn on the body, and is intended to
bring good luck and/or protection to its owner. They can be sorted
into three categories: Mainstreams, Non-barang and barang.
Mainstream amulets consist of Buddha amulets, Monk & Kruba
Ajahns self image pendant & Deva amulets. Non barang consists of
Takruts, Butterfly amulets, Mitmor , Mai kru, holy gourd, star amulets.
Barang amulets include of amulets that make from dead corpses,
human bones & ashes, animal skin & bones, baby foetus, corpses oil
The choice of amulet depends on individual needs. For example,
some prefer to wear love charm amulets to enhance opposite sex
attraction, some wear it for luck, or for protection. As the name
suggests, mainstream amulets are more suited for all individuals
from all walks of life.
Amulets are not to be trifled with. Depending on the amulet
type you are wearing, there will be several restrictions which will
be instructed by the masters that consecrated the amulets. The
golden rule is to honor and respect every amulet - they are worn
with faith and strong devotion.

Some wear it for the remembrance of the Buddha or the
late masters for their great teachings. Amulets work the best
by performing good deeds and charities from the heart to
accumulate merits - which are like spiritual savings. All amulets
can help individuals to achieve a smooth sailing life, with the least
of obstacles.
A good place to start for amulets are specialized stores such as
Wang Sheng Amulet. Be it Phra Ngan Wicca, Consercate of Phra
ngan and Kumantongs, old traditional thai mystical Sakyant,
clearing of black magic and ghostbustering.
Other services include: residential and commercial venue
blessings, hand-made traditional lanna candles and oil lamps
for various purposes such as boosting good luck, clearing of
adversities and obstacles; as well as Salika Lingtong ritual for
convincing power and sales talk.
Wang Sheng Amulet is located at Goldenmile Complex #03-48,
Singapore 199588. For more information, please visit https://www.
facebook.com/WangShengAmulet/.

Phra Ngan
Necromancer
(Wang Sheng Amulet)
“What goes around
comes around...
Keep your circle
POSITIVE.
Think good thoughts.
Say good words.
Do good deeds.”

Goldenmile Complex #03-48
Singapore 199588
14:00 - 18:00 daily
@Wangshengamulet

MARGIES PET GROOMING
The top pet grooming misconceptions:
Short-haired breeds require little maintenance
If you are really too busy to take care of a dog, you might be better off with
a cat. Even so, all cat and dog breeds will shed. A self grooming cat does
keep them relatively clean but regular cleaning will help get rid of dirt and
dander hidden deep within the coat. Even low-shedding pooches need
regular trips to the groomer to maintain their coats.
My friend has the same dog/cat and goes for grooming once every
month, I can do the same
Like humans, every pet is different, even two from the same breed. The
environment, Lifestyles, regular brushing, diet, and living conditions often
put a different demand on your precious pet when it comes to grooming
requirements. More often than not, people often underestimate their pet’s
grooming needs and that is when problems start to arise.
Pets need baths every few months or so
A bath not only helps your dog or shed less and smell better, but also
works to help prevent or manage certain skin diseases. Another common
myth about baths is that allergic pet owners can avoid any reactions by
bathing their pets weekly. Too many baths can strip away the natural oils
in the coat and cause skin irritation for them.
Gentle human shampoo can be used
Even if it’s an all-natural solution or a mild baby shampoo, don’t even think
about using them. By using human shampoos, it may strip oils and dry the
top layers of an animal’s skin, making them more prone to infection.

Shaving dogs keep them cooler in Singapore
Shockingly, this is the most common sight in Singapore. Shaving certain
breeds of dogs can do more harm than good. This is due to the fact
that, genetically, their hair is not meant to be cut. A dog’s skin can be
very sensitive, and a good fur coat blocks dangerous UV radiation that
can cause sunburn. Lastly, fur that has been shaved might never regrow
correctly as it grows at different rates.
I can do it myself, use Google can already
For most people, bathing, brushing, ear cleaning, nail trimming, and
dental cleaning should be the only things that they should undertake
themselves. Pet grooming isn’t just about knowing how to operate a
pair of shears, it requires a strong knowledge of techniques, a deep
understanding of best theories and practices of grooming
With such a busy lifestyle in Singapore, door-to-door mobile services
like Margies Pet Grooming takes the hassle out of monthly grooming
trips. Trained by U.S. Master Groomers and backed by over ten years of
experience, you can rest assured that your pet is in safe hands.
Grooming’s portfolio of treatments extends beyond basic and full
grooming, but also includes Pet Bath and Spa services, Teeth-Brushing,
Dental Care and Pet-Sitting! The team is available between 10am and 9pm
daily, including public holidays. For more information, please call Margies
Pet Grooming at 91474332.
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BEHIND THE WHEEL

LITTLE HULK
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Turbo, 4WD, Induced Kona

Hyundai Kona 1.6 T-GDi DCT 4WD
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES Band
Price
Availability

Hello Cactus
Wait, no. The Kona is fashionably late to the crossover market, with chunky triple
level front lights arrangement, although the more aggressive rear end differentiates itself from the Cactus. They’re technically the same kind of crossover, but
this Kona, with 1.6 litres of forced induction power and four wheel drive, is more
of a soft-roader than a buff hatchback.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

Hyundai means sensibility right?
Once you have finished glossing over the exterior, the interior is fairly conventional, just like Hyundai’s other offerings like the Accent. There are plenty of buttons to push and turn, and yes - a big button for slope descent control.
The Kona is pretty smart too with autonomous emergency braking, blind spot
monitors, and even a rear traffic alert system if you like to nosedive into parking
lots. A feature which we found ourselves struggling with, is the lane keep assist - its effectiveness depends on how well painted the road markings are, and
sometimes it will fight you when you are in merging lanes.
The cabin has little extra features such as a wireless phone charging pad and a
touchy screen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay (the Android Auto option
is there but for some reason, we couldn’t get it to work with our pure Android
phone).
Driving
To drive, the Kona feels pretty good with much refinement and a light steer-

1,591cc, 16V, turbocharged inline-4
177hp / 5,500rpm
265Nm / 1,500-4,500rpm
7-speed dual-clutch
7.9s
205km/h
6.7L/100km
C2 Surcharge
S$123,999
Now (http://www.hyundaimotors.com.sg)

ing feel. The turbo 1.6 litre plant has a 7-speed dual-clutch automatic gearbox
and an on-demand 4WD system - which sends power to the rear wheels once
it detects the front is slipping. It’s not so bad, but rolling starts do feel slightly
sluggish.
The tall body inevitably leans more through faster corners, but not alarmingly
overboard. It’s pretty agile, but the the firm suspension does mean it gets a little
bumpy on patchy roads that have been dug up over 10 times a year by different
government agencies. The brakes are the weakest spot here. On several occasions, we do find ourselves wishing that this 1.4 ton green hulk could slow down
faster.
At least its practical then?
Yes, there is space for five - and some space for luggage. A 60/40 split-folding
rear seat arrangement allows for extra boot space and the seats lie almost flat.
Not that you would be keeping much in the boot, as it, for some reason, lacks a
basic boot cover. No, you can’t grab one from another Hyundai either, our test
unit doesn’t have the mounting points for said cover.
Yes, No, Maybe?
In some ways, we think it’s the Samsung Galaxy S9 of the car world. Very good,
nothing ground shaking, some quirks. If you don’t like the way it looks, there are
plenty of little SUVs such as the Qashqai and Vitara. If size is no object, you can
have Hyundai’s bigger Tucson for Kona money. You must really love the Kona to
get one.

BEHIND THE WHEEL
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“V10
SPORT”
Toyota Vios

Toyota Vios 1.5 G
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES Band
Price
Availability

What is this?
Like the Toyota Corolla Altis, the Vios has enjoyed
past popularity thanks to it being a solid, no-frills,
dependable Toyota offering. Skyrocketing Certificate of
Entitlement (COE) prices after 2010 struck a huge blow
to the viability of inexpensive East Asian cars, though
‘classics’ such as the Honda City/Jazz and Toyota Vios
soldiered on. The latter disappeared from pricelists
toward the end of 2017, along with some other Japanese
models such as the Mitsubishi Lancer. This time, the
reason this time was environmental: Euro VI emissions
standards that came into force here in January 2018.

1,498cc, inline-4
105hp / 6,000 rpm
140Nm / 4,200rpm
CVT
13.0s guesstimate
170km/h
5.8L/100km
B Neutral
S$93,988
Now (http://www.toyota.com.sg)

efficiency in real-life than we expected, 7.0L/100km
More boring than the old then?
Happily, the engine doesn’t peter out into droning and
has some character: If you really rev it, it does sound
like a proper powerplant with zing and snort, and not
an appliance. There’s not much weight to pull, it being
a compact sedan, so the Vios accelerates with relative
gusto.

So, this “facelifted” Vios gains a little more than just a niptuck and emissions legality.

Small wheels (16-inchers) and a pliant suspension
setup means the Vios delivers excellent comfort, calmly
deflecting the masses of tarmac tumours that are ever
present on our roads now, and the fact that it has a
notably quiet cabin is another plus.

What is new?
For the nip-tuck: Swoopy headlights (with new projector
lenses) and the addition of very bright LED daytime
running lights (DRLs). Personally, we feel more aggro
visuals don’t quite go with the whole Vios ethos, but at
least it doesn’t look awkwardly proportioned.

The seating position is tall, with a high hip-point,
and visibility is excellent, almost on par with a small
crossover. The ergonomics are decent, but suffer from
the lack of reach adjustability on the steering wheel,
since long-legged folk might need to lean forward
excessively.

Powering the Vios is the same 2NR-FE 1.5-litre engine
as before, there have been some modifications to the
exhaust system’s catalyser in order to make it Euro VI
compliant, but performance is the same as before, on
paper.

The Vios is capable of an impressive turn of speed,
though it requires a little act of faith from the driver, as
the steering lacks feel and a strong centering spring.
As helms go, it’s totally unintimidating, and an asset in
low-speed urban work, but a minus at higher speeds or
during more serious cornering.

Power output is the same at 105hp, which is shuffled
through a continuously variable transmission, so it
does exhibit the classic CVT drone. It also delivers less

The next Corolla I suppose?
The Vios remains a car that’s supremely easy to drive,

although its essential ‘vanilla-ness’ works against it for
an audience interested in driving, it also works for it with
regards to the vast majority of normal buyers.
The cabin quality and equipment level certainly
reinforce this idea. The car we drove was the higher
grade G model. At just $4k over the base E model, it’s a
no-brainer to spring for the G, since it has larger wheels,
projector headlights, LEDs, 60-40 split folding boot,
steering wheel remote, drive modes (Eco, Sport).
There’s lots of plastic on the interior, but it doesn’t
scream ‘budget’, especially in the gloss centre console
and climate control section, at least if you don’t poke
into less obvious parts like the boot floor.
Toyota’s ‘Telematics’ infotainment system provides a full
range of features (another step up from the E model)
though it’s still laggy at times and isn’t bright enough in
direct sunlight.
But like the Altis, where the Vios gains a serious boost
is in safety. It also lacked electronic stability control
(ESC) before this facelift, and made do with a mere two
airbags. Now it has ESC and a full complement of seven
airbags, going from laggard to class-leading in this
aspect.
In this way, the most important upgrade the Vios
receives actually isn’t that obvious, but it remains one
of the stronger small sedan holdouts in this crossover
crazed age.

Learn to Slide
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Singaporeans
get a taste of
doriftos

H

eld at an empty plot of land in Melaka Autocity,
Malaysia, the Drift School “Stage 1 Drift” beginner
class was organised by Singapore Drifters Corner, a
group of drifters who wanted to spread the joy of
drifting to all drivers.
The clinic was run by #drift_school, headed by Azmee, who
has trained some of the best drifters in Malaysia. Starting
the school as a experiment, his student base has grown
considerably to over 100 students today!
Participants of the day included drift newbies, to circuit
trackies. Of course, no one was familiar with the concept of
“losing traction” - which forms the basis of drifting. Newbies
could partake in the training clinic where they were taught
the basics of drifting - starting from performing simple
donuts around a cone (which is actually more daunting than
you think!) - before they are allowed to proceed to doing
figure-8 donuts around two cones - testing their ability of
car control and steering+throttle mastery.
For students who performed well under Azmee’s scrutiny,
they will be allowed to progress to Stage 2 - a big donut,
where the car enters at speed, and initiated the drift with a
quick yank of the handbrake, this tested the student’s ability
to control a faster drift as well as how well they “catch” the
transition as the car rotates around them once they ease off
the throttle.
Speaking of cars, #drift_school brought along their Toyota
Corollas, TE71/72 and KE70 . which may sound dismal but
these are incredibly nimble cars are the best way to learn
how to drift. Not to mention that they featured a locked rear
differential - the very basic necessity for a drifter.

Aiyo, bushing rosak...

Plenty of tyres needed... because reasons

Appreciation Best Feeling Ever

Toyrrari FF

Beauty and the beast

Never saying no to a chance of doing donuts - we hopped
into the Ferrari FF of drift cars, the similarly shaped Corolla
Liftback. Feeling the 30 year old engine slowly crank to
life - we crawled our way to the first cone. Building the revs,
the rear tyres almost immediately lit up after we dumped
the clutch - this Toyota was as tame as a bucking horse, with
the rear constantly wanting to go in different directions
from the steering Of course, this isn’t a complaint - this is an
incredible car.

Azmee watching you every move

Cool down time

Fuel your passion!

The event attracted drivers of all ages and was also where
we saw some of the good old cars put to great use. The
next event will be held in 23-24 June 2018, more details are
posted on “Singapore Drifters Corner” on Facebook. Looking
forward to the next clinic!

TEXT & PHOTO KRADO LOW

With space to slide, everyone could have their go at getting
the Corollas to swing the rear out - which is more difficult
than the books say. In a car, sudden acceleration causes a
weight shift to the rear - and in a RWD car means less weight
on the front wheels, which leads to understeer.
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MALAYSIA’S
RETRO
FEVER
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A Move truck conersion, cuteeeee!

Havoc ensured!
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

I

f you’re a frequent traveller to Sunway Lagoon in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, you might have heard of
“Jalan Horsepower” which is located right next to the
famous resort. The Malaysian performance heaven
is crammed with every kind of automotive workshop,
serving every conceivable automotive need.

zero muffler setups. Most importantly, the cars were
almost free to move around the area in certain zones,
and a few were crawling about - and the first time we
caught a glimpse of the Chevrolet Impala low-rider
doing a tri-wheelie through the carpark - that was
insanely cool.

Last weekend in, a multi-story carpark in the vicinity
was turned into a heaven for every car enthusiast’s
dreams. We’ve heard of this event many times, but
this year was the first time we bit the bullet to make
the drive up to visit the event. The organisers had
invited few special guests: Lulut Retro of Kustomfest,
Yuji Miyazaki of Stancenation Japan, Classicsracer
Hong Kong, Shoji Inoue of Star Road and Daijiro
Inada of Option.

It’s hard to say that Retro Havoc is a “retrospective”
show of cars - as the number of cars present that day
were staggering. Be it the latest Honda Jazz, to some
of the truly classic cars from the early days of British
rule, there was not a car present that had a historical
value. Level 2 was a 350-car clubs area, Level 3 - was
a 250-car show area and Level 4 was showcasing 15
best cars.

As the name suggests, Retro Havoc is quite an
unbridled show - without the authorities stepping
in to stop the fun. From far away, we could hear the
various types of engines being rev-ed to ear splitting
levels, be it with bassy sports exhausts or race-only

I was told that Retro Havoc began as a show of classic
cars, but from the experience over the weekend,
it has grown to be a show of Malaysia’s true car
culture - from those who love retro cars - to the
performance and styling segments. The show wasn’t
just about road-going cars, there were a handful of

American car in Malaysia...yep!

Who jio Project D...

Don’t laugh, restored Fiats are rare

Wheel whores unite!

Rocket the Bunny with Veil the Side.

vans, motorbikes as well as light trucks - proof that
Malaysia has plenty of hardcore motoring enthusiasts.
The show also saw plenty of car-related business such
as customised street wear, as well as racing apparel
stores hawking their wares to the motor enthusiasts.
More to that, model vehicles are a big hit among the
Malaysian motoring community too, there was even a
competition for the best model vehicle, based on the
actual cars at the show itself!
People from all walks of life were seen around the car
park, from the young and impressionable to the older
who were truly interested to strike up a chat with the
car owners about their car’s story. Most importantly,
this event has a reach that most car shows barely
boast - Even though it’s a Malaysian event, it saw a
good number of enthusiasts from Singapore and
Thailand driving their personal rides down to show
them off. For an event that is barely 5 years old, it
certainly shows great promise to get even bigger
with every instalment!

So much clean!

Topless RWB is truly desirable
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Turbo b4 it was kool

Wagon squad

Retro Havoc saw prizes were awarded to the best cars present on the day itself:
Best JDM: Toyota Corolla KE70 CR6331
Best JDM 2: Nissan 200SX SIL80 WDW565
Best Euro: BMW 3-Series E36 WEY9991
Best Euro 2: Mercede-Benz 250 JAJ333
Best Future Retro: Mitsubishi Legnum VR-4 DDG3322
Best Race Car: RPS Mazda RX7 JRX7919
Best Restoration: Nissan 240Z BBB3866
Best Engine Bay: Honda Integra BGT5001
Best Street Cub B-tch: RC1396
Kustomfest Best Bike: CF5073
Shouji Inoue’s Special Pick: Toyota Corolla KE70 BBR5542
Daijiro Inada’s Special Pick: Nissan C210 Skyline JPD1446
Yuji Miyazaki’s Special Pick: Honda Prelude JNM40
Speedy Sabel’s Special Pick: WTK5155
Atara Racing’s Special Pick: VW Beetle BAK6479
BWB’s Special Pick: VW Beetle BP1532
MeetBall’s Special Pick: Toyota Celica GT-4 Carlos Sainz SJS4878
Gasket Alley’s Special Pick: MINI Wagon SW6490H
Speedhunters Special Pick: Toyota MR2 WDK4699
King of Retro Havoc: RPS Mazda RX7 JRX7919

Showstoppers

Singapore represent!

It’s the Limo Saga!
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